The stress-strain curve in t ension for a typical pure-gum rubber vulcanizate after a given period of creep, accordin g to Martin , Roth, and Stiehler, can be represe nted b y an empirical equation
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The stress-elongation curve of a Lypical pure-gum rubber vulcanizate aILer a given period of creep ,
--" (1) where F is the stress based on the original C1'OSSsectional area, L is the ratio of stressed lengoth to unstressed length, and ).\.1 and A are constants. lt1 is Young's modulus, the slope of t he sLress-clongation curve at zero stress (where L = l ). A normally has a value close to 0. 38 .
A graph of FIN! agai nst L as computed from eq (1) is given by the solid line of figure 1, reproduced from a recent review [2] . Although the range of condiLions of applicability of eq (1) has not been thoroughly explored, Martin, Roth, and Stiehler [1] showed it to be valid for the fu'st extension of puregum vulcanizates of natural rubber, GR-S, GR-I , and Neoprene over a 10-fold range of Limes of vulcanization and for consLan L Limes of creep from 1 to 10,000 min, It was found noL applicable to vulcanizatcs conLaining carbon black or other fillers.
The iuvesLigations of MaL'tin, Roth, and SLiehler were limited to specimens in simple tension. Consequently it was consid er ed Lo be of interest to deLermine wheLherLbe sam e empirical equation can be applied Lo the compression region. The present paper shows from data already published by Sheppard and Clapson [3] , Treloar [4] , and Rivlin and Saunders [5] , that, until the compression , F igures in brackets indicate the literature references at t he end of this paper. 
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Solid line: empiri cal function (L-'-L-2) cxp 0.38 (L-L-'). Dashed line: stat istical t heory function (1/3) (L-L -2) ,
exceeds about 50 percent (L = 0.50 ), Lhe equation is valid with the sam e co nstants that apply in the extension region.
. Compression and Tension Data
The friction that arises wh en compressional forces arc applied to a flat speci men is a major source of experimental difficulty. I t was poin ted out years ago by Sheppard and Clapson [3] Lhat a system fully equivalent to fricLioll-frce compression with freedom of displacement normal Lo the compressive force is obtained by subjecting a sheet to tv".odimensional stresses in th e plane of the sheet while X. D at3 from figure 10 or Sheppard and Olapson [3] ; 0. data from figure 9 or Sheppard and Clapson [3] .
allowing freedom of displacement. in the direct~on normal to the sheet. Data obtamed by studYlllg the relation between deformation and inflation pressure in balloons were presented ~y these auth~rs. Values obtained on both compreSSlOn and tenSIOn shown in figures 9 and 10 of the paper by Sheppard and Clapson [3] have been read from the figur~s to obtain log F /L-l _ L-2) and (L -I:-~) , the quantIties necessary for checkmg the vl;1hdIty.of eq (1 ). They have been plotted as eo-ordmates m figur e 2 of the present paper. It has already been pointed out [1] that such a plot in the tension region should yield a straight line with A as slope and log M as intercept. The linearity of the I?lot shown here covering both compression and tenslOn seems qUlte satisfactory. Sheppard 8.1 kg/cm 2 , is quite reasonable for a "cold-cure~". balloon rubber. It is presumed that the vulcamzmg agent was sulfur chloride.
The upper curve of figure 3 represents data from the work of Treloar [4] , who made measmements similar to those already described but used a vulcanizate compounded with 8 parts of sulfur per hundred parts of rubber. The data in the compression region are taken from Treloar's. table. 1. For the points correspondmg to compressIOn ratlOs of 0.80, 0.77, and 0.69 the values of the equivalent compressive force were taken as 3.39, 3.89 , and 5.82 kg/cm 2 , respectively, after correcting an apparel!t typographical error in Treloar's table 1. Values m the tension region were read from figures 3 and 5 of Treloar's paper.
For values of L greater than 0.5 the experimental points lie quite close to the straight line drawn in 1.6 1. 4 • • D ata or Treloar [4] . X. Data of P.ivlin and Saunders [5] . . . It will be noted that in 2 of the 3 sets of data m figures 2 and 3, the v~lues ?f the ordinate lie increa~ ingly above the straight Ime as L aI?proaches 1 1.11 the compression region. It is po~slble. that thiS represents a significant. charactenstlc or It may be that it was due to reSIdual stresses or other nonisotropic phenomena. Martin, Roth, .and Stiehler [1] also reported instances of apparent hIgh values near L = 1 for certain vulcanizates in the tension region. However, in the present pap~r w.e s~an. negleet . the possibility that the observatIOn IS slgmficant s~nce better data in the region near L = 1 would be reqUIred to establish a definite conclusion of this sort.
It is concluded from figures 2 and 3 that eq (1) provides a satisfactory repI:esentation of the stressstrain relation for compreSSIOns less than 50 :percent (i. e., for L greater tha,n 0.5 ), and for elongatIOns up to about 250 percent (1. e. , L = 3.5).
Features of the Empirical Equa tion
The solid line in figure 1 , depicting the v!1lues of F/M computed from eq (1) ~vith A~0.38, mcludes both compression and tenSIOn regIOns. The de-seen ding portion, beginning at the origin , of course has 110 physical significance. A minimum value of F jllJ= - 3.3 at L = O.IS i followed by the rising pottion shown. A point of innection (corresponding to a maximum slope) at L = 0.26 is followed by a steady decrease of slope, passing through unit slope at L = 1, until another point of inOecLion (corresponding to a minimum slope) is reached at L = 2. 91 . As pointed out in the preceding sections, the equation represents the experimental data reasonably well over the interval from L = 0.5 to about L = 3. 5 .
On e can find two approximations to eq (1) that arc useful over limited regions. The exponential term in eq (1) can be expan ded in a power series. If only the first two terms of the serie arc retain ed and a reciprocal term is approximated [1] , the following equation is obtained:
For A = 0.38 this becomes
This equation approximates eq (1) 
(4)
Values computed from eq (4) difrer from values given byeq (1) by less than 4 percent from L = 2 to L = 4. 5 . The upper limit given is above the normal range of validity of eq (1).
. Equation Predicted by Statistical Theory
The dashed line in figure 1 shows the function
predicted by the statistical theory of rubber elasticity [2, 6, 7] for the entropy component of thc "equilibrium" stress of an ideal network. The agreemen t between the two functions in the region between L = 0.5 and L = 1 is quite striking. Calculation of numerical values hows that the dillerence is less than 4 percent throughout this interval. Since the precision of the available compre sion data is no better than this figure, no statement can be made a to which function conform better to experimental observations in this region.
This agreement, together with the conclusion of Treloar [4] that eq (5) adequately represents his experimental data in this region, confirms the validity of eq (1) here, as already demonstrated directly by figures 2 and 3. Recent direct measur ements of compression of specimens ' with lubricated surfaces by Forster [8] have also shown conformity to eq (5) or eq (1) from L = 0.67 to L = l.
In the region of tension, however, t he difference between Lhe two functions becomes steadily greater as Lincreases. The value of (1/3) (L -L-2) is about 4 percent g reater than that of t he empirical function at L = 1.15 , about 32 percent greater at L = 2.0, and about 57 percent greater at L = 3.0. These differences preclude the usc of eq (5 ) for values of Labove about 1.15 . The slope of the graph of (1 /3) (L -L-2) against L approaches 0.333 as L is increased; th e slope of a similar graph of the empirical function is 0.164 for a considerable region beyond L = 2, as shown by eq (4 ) .
Equation (5) is intended to apply to the entropy componcnt of the stress of an iclealnetwork of permanen t cross links under "equilibrium" conditions. Equation (1), on the otlter hand, repres ents experimental values of stress obtained on conventional pure-gum vulcanizates after a fixed period of creep. :Most, if not all, of the divergence between Lhe Lwo equations is Lo be ascribed to these differences. In the case of natmal rubber at least, the divergence is associated with the entrop:v and can noL be a cribed to changes of internal energy on stretchin g [2] .
The observations arc consistent with the representation of a conventional pure-gum vulcanizate as a neLwork difreriog from the ideal network in havina labile cross links that di appear during eXLension, the number disappearing increasing slightly with time at a fixed elongation and increasing considembly with increasing elongation at a fL"ed time. The CTOSS links wh ich have disappeared reform in time if the elongation is reduced. The data would indicate that the cross links arc not a ITectcd by moderate compression. Such a n etwork would be similar to an actual vulcanizate in showi ng creep in tension and a stress-modulus ratio increasingly less than the ideal as the elongation increases.
. Equation Assuming Hooke's Law for Stress on Deformed Section
Another equation that has often been suggested for representing the stress-strain curve is obtained by assuming the con tancy of Young's modulus N1 with the stress based on the stre sed cross section. The result is F j1l1= I -L -l.
Calculation shows that this function is not at all satisfactory in the compression region. This function yields values about 11.5 percent less in absolute magnitude than the emp irical function at L = 0.5 and the differ ence falls b elow 4 percent when L is greater than 0.S5.
In the region of tension eq (6) gives a valu e about 4 percent greater th an that given b. eq (1) at L = LIS. The differellce has a maximum of about 13 .2 percent at L = 2.2 and falls to 9 percent at L =3.
It is clearly inaccurate to assume the validity of eq (6 ) up to about L = 2, as has b een done by som e previous workers. If one shoul d attempt to represent observations in the tension region by assuming an apparent modulus 6.6 percent less than 111., positive and negative differences of about 6.6 percent would be obtained between the values from eq (6 ) and those observed. In the compression region, however, the differences would be increased by about 6.6 percent to become as great as about 18 percent at L = 0. 5. This is not a satisfactory representation of the observed data, which are given by eq (1 ) within the experimental accuracy of the observations discussed.
. Mooney-Rivlin Equation
The work of Moone~T [9] and Rivlin [5 , 6, 7, 10] lcads to an equation which may be wTitten in the case of simple compression or tension, as where 8 1 If one wishes to put eq (7) into a form suitable for a convenien t plot he has two choices, suggested by the following two modifications of the equation: FI[2M(1 -L -3) ] against L also utilizing eq (1). It will be noted, of course, that the compression regions appear on opposite sides of the valu e corresponding to L = 1 in the two plots. From the equations it is obvious that the slope of the curve in figure 4 at any point is the intercept of the tangent to the curve of figure 5 at the correspondin g point and vice versa. Furthermore it can readily be shown from their definitions that at L = 1 both <I> and (J have the same value, namely 1/6, and that this valu e is independent of the form of the stress-strain relation. Consequently from eq (10) or (11) A number of previous \yorkers [11 to 16] have evaluated the 1100ney constants 01 a nd O2 from stress-strain observations in Lension, lar·gcl~T between L = l.1 and L = 2.0. Almost all the specimens used differed considerably in degree of vulcanization from those for which eq (1) ha been shown to be valid. Even more significantly, most of the measurements were apparently made after a prescribed procedure of prestretching and recovery, whereas Llw other observations mentioned up to thi point were made with specimens stretched for the first Lime. From plots of Lhe t."pe suggested by eq ( ) it was concluded [11 to 15] tha t O2 had a valu e of approximately 1.03 kg!cm 2 for pure-gum vulcanizates containing sulfur and an accelerator. Under the same condi tions 01 had values ranging from abou t l.0 to 3.0 kg/cm 2 . Among more than 25 values given in these papers [11 to 15] there are onl.\T two in stances where the same compound was investigated at different times of cure. In one case [11] It is clear that under the experimental conditions employed by these workers, the value of O2/01 is malleI' than 0.124/0.064 = l.94 as given by the empirical function . A a resul t the size of the transitio n interval (in which 82 increases from zero to a nem1v consta nt vahlc ) is smaller than that given by Lhe empirical fun ction . Some of the implications 0 f tb is conclusion in terms of the st rain energy fUllcLion have been pointed out in a recent review [2] . Thomas [17] has applied a correction Lerm Lo the stress predicted by the statistical theory. Allhough this operation yields a graph of <P qualitatively similar to figure 4 the stress-strain relationship predicted by Thomas's work departs so markedly from Lhe solid line shown in figure 1thaL the correction can not be regarded as satisfactory.
. Young's Modulus from Experimental o bserva tions
It is often a matter of considerable theoretical and practical importance to obtain a value of Young's modulus lI'{ from experimen tal observatiolls of stress at one or more fmi Le sLrains.
Since ll'{ is defined as the slope of the graph of F against L at L = I , the simplest method o( determining its value would be to draw a ta,ngent to the curve at Lhis point and measure its slope. For values of L greater than 0.5 a plot of observed values of stress F against L will have the shape given by the solid curve of figure 1; . the ordinates will simply be those shown, multiplied by the constant factor Ai. 
. Determination of constants in empirical eq (1) from plot suggested by approximation given as eq (2 a [4] and Rivlin and Saunders [5] may be compared with figure 3 showing the applicability of eq (1) to the same data.
Under conditions where the validity of eq (1) where the statistical equation is applicable. This has indeed b een found true [4, 8] in the compression region for L between 0.1 and 1. In t h e tension region, however , the value is not constan t, and a linear extrapolation to L = 1 is not justified, as already mentioned. Figure 4 , differing from the latter plot only by two constant factors, shows the curvature to be expected n ear L = l.
The following modifications of eq (6) and (13) show that straight lines of constant slope lv[ would (5), (6), or (7). The u se of a plot based on eq (6) will give apparent values of M less than 2.5 percent too low if observations are confined to elongations of less than 10 percent. The use of a plot based on eq (5) will b e satisfactory in the com-pression r egion and also will give apparen t values of M less than about 2.7 p ercen t too low if observations are confined to elongations of l ess than 10 percen t. The use of a plo t based on eq (7), differing only in scale from figure 4 or 5, is not satisfactory for obtaining A1 by extrapolation because of its large curvature in the region from L = 1.0 to L = 1.5.
Conclusions
The empirical function of Martin, Roth, and Stiehler [1] represented by eq (1) wher e A has the value of 0.38 may be regarded as an adequate representation of the available exp erim ental data covering both the compression and tension of pure-gum vulcanizates. The stress and strain are to be m easured after a constan t time of cr eep . Th e approximate validity extend s over the r ange 0.5 < L < 3. 5 .
The success of the single empirical fu nction in represenLing daLa obtained in bo th compress ion and tension over a range as great as Lhis is regarded as very significan t.
I n the range of values of L from 0.5 to l.0 (compression) the empirical function gives results in agreement wi th. the prediction s of th e staLis tical theory of rubber elasLicity. AfLer representing the stress and strain in a transition r egion extending from L = l.0 to 1.5 , the empirical function gives approximately constant coefficients 01 and O2 in the Mooney equation over the r ange from 1.5 to about 3. 5 .
The behavior of the empirical function in the transi tion r egion from L = 1.0 to L = 1.5 shows tha t th e statistical theory of elastici ty fails to represent th e eA,])erimen tal data even at th e lowest elonga tions while proving satisfactory in th e compression r egion. 1) is thoroughly satisfactory. In bo th cases 1\1£ is obtained from the intercept, and th e constant A in eq (1) is determined from the slope. ' VASHINGTON, Septemb er 16, 1957 . 9 . References
